
C3 – Athens and 7 Day Cruise 
10 Days / 9 Nights

Athens, Istanbul (Turkey), Kusadasi (Turkey), Santorini, Crete, Rhodes, Symi, 
Chios and Mykonos 

At May, June, September and October
Program Schedule: Wednesdays  

1st day: Athens
Arrive in Athens. Our representative will greet and transfer you to your hotel.   
Overnight: Athens
 

2nd day: Athens
Athens sightseeing - This morning’s tour, will introduce you to the highlights of Athens, 
starting with a panoramic drive through the city centre. Along the way, you will see 
Hadrian’s Arch & the temple of Zeus, continue to Syntagma square where you will see the 
Evzone (Presidential guard) in front of the Greek Parliament and the tomb of the unknown 
soldier, continuing onto the Presidential Residence and then the Panathenian Stadium, 
host to the first modern Olympic Games, in 1896, which was originally built, in 329BC.  
Your visit to the Acropolis and the Parthenon, the grand architectural masterpiece, built 
447BC during the Golden Age of Pericles and dedicated to the Goddess Athina, will 
leave you speechless. Finally, you will visit the new Acropolis Museum, a building of 
dramatic modern architecture, housing unique antiquities from the Acropolis. The rest 
of the afternoon is free to enjoy the wonders of Athens (explore Thission, Plaka and 
Monastiraki), filled with ancient surprises, all located within walking distance of the 
Acropolis.
Overnight: Athens | Meals: Breakfast
                              

3rd day: Cruise
In the morning, departure from the hotel and transfer to Lavrio port to board the Cruise 
ship. Departure at noon and sail overnight to Istanbul. 
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

4th day: Istanbul
Arrival in Istanbul in the morning. The unique city that unites 2 continents, Istanbul draw 
the line between the East and West, reveals an splendid architecture that is emphasized 
with the natural beauty of the Bosporus straits. We suggest an optional tour that visits 
the Blue mosque and the St. Sophia museum, the ancient cathedral that represents the 
architecture of the ancient Byzantine Empire. In the evening set sail for Kusadasi.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

5th day: Kusadasi
Enjoy the day on board the ship, arrival in Kusadasi (Turkey) on the afternoon. Kusadasi 
is renowned for its beaches and the nearby impressive historical sites of Ephesus and 
the House of the Virgin Mary. Departure to Santorini Island at night.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner
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6th day: Santorini
In the morning arrival to the island of Santorini, famous for it’s breathtaking views 
from the Caldera, the possible site of Atlantis and the typical whitewashed houses 
perched upon massive cliffs. The island is the site of one of the largestThe island is the site of one of the largest volcanic eruptions 
in recorded history: the Minoan eruption (sometimes called the Thera eruption), which 
occurred some 3600 years ago at the height of the Minoan civilization. The eruption 
left a large caldera surrounded by volcanic ash deposits hundreds of metres deep and 
may have led indirectly to the collapse of the Minoan civilization on the island of Crete, 
110 km (68 mi) to the south, through a gigantic tsunami. Another popular theory holds 
that the Thera eruption is the source of the legend of Atlantis. Departure to Crete in the 
Afternoon.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

7th day: Crete (Ag. Nikolaos)
The island of Crete, the largest of the Greek islands, famous for it’s Ancient Minoan 
Civilization, with the Palace of Knossos, the Phaistos Disc is a disk of firedhe Phaistos Disc is a disk of fired clay from the 
Minoan palace of Phaistos on the Greek island of Crete, possibly dating to the middle or 
late Minoan Bronze Age (2nd millennium BC). It is about 15 cm (5.9 in) in diameter and 
covered on both sides with a spiral of stamped symbols. Its purpose and meaning, and 
even its original geographical place of manufacture, remain disputed, making it one of 
the most famous mysteries of archaeology. This unique object is now on display at the 
archaeological museum of Heraklion. 
Ag. Nikolaos port is a costal town on the east side of the capital Heraklio which is 
the tourist town that serves many eastern Cretan villages as a harbor. It has a very 
picturesque port with traditional Greek fishing boats, a small lagoon with a park, an 
amphitheater and many cafιs and traditional Greek tavernas for you to relax and enjoy. 
Departure in the afternoon.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

8th day: Rhodes and Symi
Rhodes, the ship will spend the morning in the biggest island of the Dodecanese cluster 
of Islands, also known as the island of the Knights. Explore the old medieval city which 
is preserved inside and around the walls of the Venetian Castle, built by the knights 
of St. John on the 14th Century. It’s a UNESCO world heritage site. The city of Rhodes 
is localized on the extreme north of the island and it is considered one of the best 
preserved medieval cities in the Mediterranean region. Discover the old city, the market, 
the beaches and all the senses of this beautiful island.  
In the afternoon a small stop at Symi island which has one of the most beutifull harbour 
in Greece. The island had grew wealthy from the spong trade in the 19th Century. There 
are still remains of a castle, built by the Knights of St. John, that overlook the main town 
and the Monastery of Archangel Michael Panormitis which is still inhabited by monks. 
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

9th day: Chios and Mykonos
Spend the morning on Chios island, famous for the production of the unique mastic 
gum on the south of the island and the 11th Century monastery of Nea Moni, a UNESCO 
World Heritage Site. In the afternoon arrive in Mykonos to stay till late at night. Enjoy theEnjoy the 



laidback atmosphere of this spectacular island, home of the “jet set”. Stroll through the 
cobblestoned paths of Hora in the day for shopping and at night for the world-famous 
nightlife, which usually ends at sunrise.
Overnight: Cruise | Meals: Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner

10th day: Return 
Arrival at Lavrio port in the morning, and transfer to the airport for your onward flight.
Meals: Breakfast

Package Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation in Athens at your preferred Hotel2 nights accommodation in Athens at your preferred Hotel
• 7 nights on the cruise ship of Louis Cruises to Greek islands and Turkey7 nights on the cruise ship of Louis Cruises to Greek islands and Turkey 
  (Istanbul and Kusadasi) 
• All mentioned transfersAll mentioned transfers 
• Orientation meeting with local tour manager day of arrivalOrientation meeting with local tour manager day of arrival
• City tour in Athens, Acropolis and the Museum (closed on Mondays),City tour in Athens, Acropolis and the Museum (closed on Mondays), 
   with official English guide in modern air-conditioned motor coach 
• 23 meals: 9 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 7 dinners23 meals: 9 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 7 dinners
• Hotel taxesHotel taxes

Exclusions:
- Baggage assistance 
- Port taxes
- Drinks on board the cruise
- Tips 
- Optional excursions
- Everything that is not specifically stated on the itinerary and inclusions

Important notes:
- the Cruise itinerary is subject to changes by the Cruise company


